iuzj ,ca - ohrcs ,arp
[ct'ct] ktrah kf kt van rcs rat ohrcsv vkt... h"ar tells us that van was giving vjfu, ,
rebuke, to ktrah hbc before his passing, by enumerating all the places in the rcsn where they
angered Hashem. He didn’t rebuke them explicitly; rather he hinted at them by mentioning
those places and thereby preserved the honor and respect of ktrah kkf. This seems
counterproductive. If the purpose of mentioning these incidents was to give vjfu, in order
to motivate them to do vcua,, it would seem logical to rebuke them explicitly. Furthermore,
all of these incidents, like the kdgv tyj and the ohkdrn are well known. Why wouldn’t van
just spell them out clearly?
Rav Chaim Shmuelevitz, Rosh Yeshivas Mir (cka, rxun ,ujha) answers, that from here we
see the importance of ,uhrcv sucf, respecting the dignity of others. van was so sensitive to
the dignity of ktrah kkf and was careful not to embarrass them. Were he to mention clearly
all that they had done, there was a possibility that they would become embarrassed.
Therefore, he chose to merely hint at it, even if it means that he won’t have a proper vjfu,.
The Gemara(ct'zb ihyhd) says, ,t v"cev ghhx hrva vauc ka vjf vkusd vnf vtru tc rzghvk wr rnt
ukfhv ,t ;rau u,hc ,t shrjvu .ne rc. Rabbi Eliezer says, come and see how great the power
of vauc is. Because of the embarrassment of Bar Karma, Hashem allowed the asenv ,hc to
be destroyed. We see from here how far ,uhrcv sucf extends. Hashem was concerned for
the vauc of even a scoundrel who was willing to cause the destruction of the asenv ,hc.
As we approach ctc vga,, the message we learn here is very timely. In order to fully
develop a sensitivity towards the dignity and respect of others, we have to realize the
importance and greatness of every person. Even if right now they are not worthy people as
we see from the incident of tmne rc, nevertheless, we must still respect them as Yidden and
for their potential to do vcua,. The Gemara in tnuh tells us that the leading cause of the
hba ,hc icruj was obj ,tba. With the above attitude toward our fellow jew, there won’t be
any room for obj ,tba, and we will be vfuz to the rebuilding of the asenv ,hc and a vkutd
t"cc vnhka.
Have a good Shabbos and a meaning fast.
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